Sample form for the registration of producers in the production scope
“Separated Marketing”
- only possible for scheme participants with a QS or QS-GAP audit Company data
Producing company: ____________________________
Street/Number: _________________________________________________________________
Postal code: _________________Place:________________ Country: ______________________
Name and surname of the legal representative: ______________________________________
Telephone (landline and/or mobile): _________________________________________________
Telefax/email: __________________________________________________________________
Contact person for QS (only if different from legal representative):
Name and surname: _____________________________________________________________
Telephone (landline and/or mobile):_________________________________________________
Telefax/email: __________________________________________________________________
QS location number (OGK-No.):_____________________________________________________

Name of the marketing company: ___________________________________________
(The QS location number corresponds to the already existing location number of the producer company).
I hereby declare my participation with my company in the QS scheme. I hereby appoint and
authorise my coordinator

____________________________________________________________________ (name coordinator)
to register my marketing company for the production scope “separated marketing” (460) in the QS
scheme and to issue all in this context necessary and legally binding declarations on my part to QS Qualität und Sicherheit GmbH and/or QS Fachgesellschaft Obst-Gemüse-Kartoffeln GmbH (hereinafter uniformly referred to in short as, "QS").I confirm that the following description of the production scope applies to my company:
The production scope “separated marketing” is a possibility for the participation of producers with a legally independent marketing company. The condition is that the “separated marketing” company only
sells the goods produced in the own producing company, that means, that goods from third parties are
not purchased. Both parts of the company should constitute one organizational unit (same ownership
structure, same establishment), in which every respective part of the company operates with legal independence.
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I will inform my coordinator immediately if this description does not apply anymore due to modifications
in the structure of the company, so that the changes are communicated to QS.
I hereby consent that personal and company-related data pertaining to my company (master data, audit
reports, monitoring data etc.) may be collected for the purpose of quality assurance in the QS scheme,
stored in the databases of the QS scheme, and also processed and used by QS. QS is entitled to publish
my participation in the QS scheme and the status of my delivery eligibility in the QS scheme. Publication
involves stating my site numbers, the certified standards, my production types, my crops, in QS internal
communication with coordinators and other scheme participants, as well as with service providers in the
QS scheme, together with my company names and my full address.
The data relating to my company may only be used by coordinators or other scheme participants, as well
as by other service providers within the QS scheme (such as certification bodies and laboratories) to the
extent required for them to fulfil their tasks in connection with quality assurance in the QS scheme. I can
agree to further usage, beyond the scope defined in the QS scheme manual by making an appropriate
declaration vis-a-vis my coordinator. In this case my coordinator is permitted to allow the respective authorized persons access to this data.
I am aware, that I can view the data stored and processed within the QS databases at any time and demand deletion of said data at any time and revoke any rights to use, publish and distribute said data at
any time by means of declaration vis-a-vis my coordinator.
I am also aware that the rights granted to use, publish and distribute my data are the basis of my participation in the QS scheme. If I revoke my declaration of consent or demand the deletion of my data - the
usage, publication and sharing of which are required for my participation in the QS scheme - my participation in the QS scheme shall end immediately.
My personal and business-related data may not be passed to third parties above and beyond the aforementioned rights of usage, publication and distribution, nor may they be used for purposes other than
quality assurance within the QS scheme, unless I have expressly agreed to the distribution thereof to
third parties or the usage thereof for other purposes.

________________________________________

________________________________________

Place, Date

Legal representative (marketing company)

We will enter the registration for the production scope “separated marketing” (460) in the database.

________________________________________

________________________________________

Place, Date

Coordinator

QS Qualität und Sicherheit GmbH
Schedestraße 1-3, 53113 Bonn
Tel +49 228 35068-0, info@q-s.de
Managing Director: Dr. H.-J. Nienhoff
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